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Dear Friend,
Sometimes a classic restaurant is a welcome change from the trendiest places.
We've been getting some beautiful lettuce from our CSA which inspired me to revisit this great
Thai pork dish.
My latest piece for Organic Hudson Valley is up, this time it's an Italian restaurant in New Paltz.
Fall salads are never out of the question with these beautiful lettuces from Obercreek Farm
gracing the October Calendar.
Don't forget about the other venture, Hudson Valley Eats. We're taking on the food scene in the
Hudson Valley--restaurants, distilleries, markets, farms, all of it.
Wouldn't your food loving friends like to get a treat every Tuesday? Forward this to them and
they can sign up for the newsletter. Or click the icons above to send to a friend, share on Twitter,
Facebook, or LinkedIn.
Enjoy!
Anne

Charlotte's
There are some restaurants that are classics,
frozen in time--places that seem to have been
around forever.
Stalwarts.
A gastronomic tweak here or there to make them
seem relevant and business pours in year after
year.
Charlotte’s in Millbrook is one of those places.
Find out about Charlotte's:

Thai Ground Pork in Lettuce
This Thai ground pork recipe requires
a little chopping but the results are
worth it.
Serve it wrapped in lettuce leaves or
over some jasmine rice.
Get the Thai pork recipe:

October Calendar
These beautiful fall leaves are actually salad
greens from Obercreek Farm
Download the Calendar:

Calendar

Accidental Locavore Live!
This week we were talking with my partner Janet Irizarry about some new features on
HudsonValleyEATS.
Next Monday we've got Chef Jay Lippin from Crabtree's Kittle House, a great Westchester
restaurant. Don't listen hungry!
Tune in at 5:00 EDT Mondays. www.pawlingpublicradio.org or listen anytime on our homepage.
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